
INTER-WORD is the ultimate 
word processor for the BBC 
micro. Just look at its 
features: 

• Part of the only truly 
integrated suite of programs for 
the BBC micro. 

• The most comprehensive 
WYSIWYG image of the final 
document, fully paginated, 
centred text, justification, etc. 

• Super-fast smooth scrolling in 
all available modes. Sideways 
scrolls as well if necessary. 

• Documents may be edited in 
any of 40, 53, 80 or 106 column 
screen modes. 

• Multiple copies. 

• Multi-column printout. 

• On-screen bold, underlining 
and marked areas shown. 

• Easily set preferences 
including: screen colours, key 
repeat rate, line numbering, 
cursor line, etc. 

• Printer setup to allow simple 
access to any printer effects on 
any printer 

• Pull down menu driven 
throughout. Menus exist for 
printer setup, page size, 
preferences, spelling check, 
status, etc. 

• Easy selection of filenames· 
for save or load; all filenames in 
current directory are listed 
on-screen. 

• Fully compatible with DFS, 
ADFS and ECONET 

• ALL FEATURES OPERATE 
FULLY ON: MASTER, B+l28, B+, 
standard-B. B with Watford or 
Aries shadow RAM. 

ROM-LINK programs can all 
hold their data in memory 
simultaneously. In fact, each 
may hold more than one set of 
data. This means that INTER
WORD can cope with more than 
one document in memory at 
once. 
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THE INTEGRATED 

WORD PROCESSOR 
FOR THE BBC MICRO 

The ROM-LINK suite, of 
which INTER-WORD is an 
important part, is a uniquely 
flexible set of integrated 
ROMs, compatible with all 
models of the BBC micro. 

Q Buy INTER-WORD-if you don't like 
it-senc:l it back for a fall refund! 
(Available when purchasing direct from 

Computer Concepts) 

Data may be transferred 
from one program to another 
with the minimum of effort. A 
spreadsheet may easily be 
transferred to INTER-WORD and 
re-arranged to suit the format of 
the document. Similarly a 
spreadsheetsetupiniNTER
WORD may be directly 
imported into INTER-SHEET 
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INTER-WORD is 32K 
long (longer than any other BBC 
word processor)~BUT-due to a 
unique design, it is supplied in 
just ONE CHIP compatible with all 
machines. 

No other so-called 
integration system is as 
powerful. Other systems can 
only transfer data in a very 
limited way, making it 
impossible to transfer figures 
from the word processor into 
the spreadsheet for 
example. No other 
system can support £ ~ 
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INTER-WORD shows an 
accurate image of the final 
printed text during editing. It is 
continually re-formatted as new 
text is entered, so ensuring that 
the screen always accurately 
represents the final document. 
Justified text is also shown while 
editing; this includes left, right 
and fully justified and centred 
text. 

The layout of text is 
controlled by rulers. These are 
extremely easy to insert and 
just as easily changed to give a 
different format. Any aspect of 
the ruler can be changed by 
'dragging' its position marker 
using the cursor keys. No 
description can do justice to the 
intuitively simple ruler editing. 

Although embedded 
commands are little used in 
INTER-WORD, some embedded 
commands are still allowed and 
may be 'hidden' in the text 
without upsetting the screen 
format, appearing only if they 
need to be edited. ANY codes 
for ANY printer can be included 
at ANY point within the text. 
Standard effects such as bold 
and underlining are shown on
screen. A simple printer code 
menu allows codes for any 
printer to be easily included. 
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Multiple-column printout facility 
is an integral feature. After 
setting the text width to suit one 
column and setting the number 
of columns, printing out is just a 
matter of pressing a key. 

INTER-WORD uses a similar 
method of marking sections of 
text to WORDVI(ISE. This 

-
provides a simple and very 
effective means of moving or 
copying any section of text to 
any other position in the 
document. However INTER
WORD has extended the 
marked section idea so that it 
may be centred or underlined 
or emboldened etc. 

Comprehensive search and 
replace functions are included. 
The search and replace strings 
are stored so they may be used 
again and again. The user has 
the choice of case dependent 
searches or not. Wildcards are 
allowed. 

INTER-WORD is very easy to 
use. Page format, preferences 
etc. are controlled from a series 
of pull down menus. Incorrect 
settings are impossible to enter, 
being rejected before they can 
cause a problem. 

The latest computers make 
use of menus in the same way 

There iS even a menu 
giving direct access to the 
associated SPELLING CHECKER 
ROM expected to be released 
later thiS year. This will be an 
entirely ROM based checker 
with oyer 50,000 worcts on chip 
ensuring that it is extremely fast. 
It also allows user defined 
dictionaries on ciisc or sideways 
RAM. 
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as INTER-WORD. There is no 
need to remember long lists of 
commands or values which may 
follow them, all options are 
shown on the menus. 

For example there is a 
'preference' menu. This allows 
easy selection of screen colour, 
key repeat rates, screen mode, 
whether TABS and CR are 
shown on screen or not, etc. 
There is a comprehensive 
'printer setup' menu. This 
controls things like the number 
of copies printed, the number of 
columns, the line spacing etc. 

Another menu is for control 
codes, so that the codes for 
underlining, bold and other 
screen effects may be set for 
any printer. 

Saving and loading is 
performed via a file selector 
menu which lists the filenames 
and allows selection by name or 
by moving the cursor Onc!3 
tried, any other method of 
entering filenames becomes a 
real chore. 

Most functions are 
controllable by one or two l<ey 
presses as an alternative to 
menus. This allows users to 
choose whichever option suits 
their preference and 
experience . 

-Available to owners of 
WORDWISE PLUS. Simply quote 
your registration number, name 
and address when ordering 
direct for a discount price of 
£39.20+VAT (£45.08 incl.) 

EXPRESS ORDERS 
Telephone our hotline with 

PRICE: £49.00+VAT (£56.35 incl.) 

an order on Access 
or Barclaycard 
and we will 

~ m 
despatch ~IJ 

it the .. ~ 

same 8 ~~ 
day. 

Computer Concepts~ (0442) 63933 I 
Gaddesden Place, Heme! Hempstead, Herts HP2 6EX L, • .;;::::::::. • .l 


